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REGULATORY NEWS

The last month has been characterized by the strong collapse of Bitcoin,
taking the whole cryptocurrency world with it, causing a big sell-off, with
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dogecoin registering impressive drops and being the
subject of panic-driven sales.

The explanation should be a series of news reversed the sentiment on
cryptocurrency. For example, the news that the Chinese central bank has
delivered a call to major local banks and online payment platforms to
enforce a ban on not favoring customers in transactions in Bitcoin and
other cryptocurrencies.

Nevertheless, at the same time, more and more countries are
approaching the world of cryptocurrencies, like El Salvador, and the
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision issued a proposal to let banks
handle digital assets like Bitcoin.
Below, there is a review of the main initiatives adopted in various
countries

June 3rd, 2021:
The U.K. markets regulator says significant numbers of crypto firms are
withdrawing applications to register with the watchdog after struggling
to meet its anti-money laundering standards.
“A significantly high number of businesses are not meeting the required
standards under the Money Laundering Regulations resulting in an
unprecedented number of businesses withdrawing their applications,”
the Financial Conduct Authority said in a statement.

June 7th, 2021:
A slew of crypto-related accounts in China’s Twitter-like Weibo platform
were blocked, as Beijing stepped up a crackdown on bitcoin trading and
mining.

More actions are expected, including linking illegal crypto activities in
China more directly with the country’s criminal law, according to
analysts and a financial regulator.

June 7th, 2021:
The Bank of England (BoE) said that stablecoin payments should fall
under the same regulations that payments handled by banks face.
The BoE also said that it had made no decision yet on whether or not to
issue its own central bank digital currency (CBDC).

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/temporary-registration-regime-extended-cryptoasset-businesses
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/china-blocks-several-cryptocurrency-related-social-media-accounts-amid-crackdown-2021-06-07/
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/paper/2021/new-forms-of-digital-money


REGULATORY NEWS
June 9th, 2021:
El Salvador became the first country in the world that intends to adopt
bitcoin as legal tender, after Congress on June 8th approved President
Nayib Bukele’s proposal to embrace the cryptocurrency.

June 10th, 2021:
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has weighed in on
cryptocurrencies.
Punitive new proposals from the standard-setting body may ensure
bitcoin remains in the fringes of regulated finance. Yet safer areas of the
blockchain and crypto world are still accessible to JPMorgan, HSBC and
others.

June 12th, 2021:
China’s crackdown on cryptocurrencies has spread to the country’s
southwest with a campaign against misuse of electricity by bitcoin miners
in Yunnan province.
In addition to concerns about the huge amounts of energy needed for
the computing power to create cryptocurrencies, the central government
is also concerned about speculation after a surge in the price of bitcoin.

June 14th, 2021:
“The proliferation of cryptocurrencies, in the absence of legislation to
regulate them, appears troubling.”
This is what the president of Consob, Paolo Savona, stressed during his
annual speech to the financial community.
According to Savona, "it would be improper if we assigned to the
specification of 'savings in all its forms' and credit to be protected a
content that would also embrace virtual instruments, without going
through a specific regulation".

June 14th, 2021:
Tanzania became the latest country to signal its support for digital
assets, in June 2021, as its president instructed financial authorities to
prepare for widespread use of cryptocurrencies, elevating bitcoin prices
further after El Salvador became the first country that intends to make
bitcoin legal tender on June 9.
President Samia Suluhu Hassan called on the Tanzanian Central Bank to
begin “working on” facilitating widespread use of cryptocurrencies in the
East African nation.

https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/el-salvador-approves-first-law-bitcoin-legal-tender-2021-06-09/
https://www.reuters.com/breakingviews/bank-rules-push-bitcoin-not-blockchain-fringe-2021-06-10/
https://www.reuters.com/technology/chinas-cryptocurrency-mining-crackdown-spreads-yunnan-southwest-media-2021-06-12/
https://www.consob.it/documents/46180/46181/dsc2021.pdf/75e65199-14e5-448d-a4a1-d792e5d8c505
https://www.forbes.com/sites/roberthart/2021/06/14/tanzania-considers-crypto-and-boosts-bitcoin-as-nations-line-up-behind-el-salvador-to-embrace-decentralized-finance/?sh=7217137c4fc3
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REGULATORY NEWS
June 18th, 2021:
Tax law prior to January 1, 2018, allowed you to defer capital gains
taxes when you exchange one property with another similar property
(also known as a Like-Kind exchange).

Relying on this tax law and the murky crypto tax guidance that existed
before 2018, some cryptocurrency holders applied like-kind exchange
treatment to crypto-to-crypto trades and paid no taxes on gains.

A new IRS memorandum, released on June 18, reaffirms that
transactions between bitcoin, ether & litecoin are not eligible for the like-
kind of exchange treatment.

June 22nd, 2021:
China’s central bank has ordered Ant Group and four state-owned
banks to step up their clampdown on cryptocurrencies as Beijing
intensifies its efforts to eradicate transactions involving bitcoin and other
digital currencies.

June 24th, 2021:
The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) proposed Basel III capital
requirements for banks holding cryptoassets on their balance sheets.

The proposal treats stablecoins prudently, rightly suggesting they can
more or less fit into the existing Basel framework.

But the BIS proposed treatment of what it’s calling Group 2 cryptoassets
— cryptocurrencies that have no issuer, such as bitcoin — completely
misses the biggest risk: settlement risk for the banks handling the bitcoin.

June 24th, 2021:
Decisive increase in transactions with cryptocurrencies suspected of
money laundering or terrorist financing and the UIF, the financial
information unit at the Bank of Italy, launches a tightening of controls
that will be strengthened by the ministerial decree on the census of
operators in virtual currency.

Scrolling through the UIF annual report, reports have increased from
around 500 in 2018 to over 1,800 in 2020.

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-wd/202124008.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zinnialee/2021/06/22/chinas-central-bank-tells-alipay-and-banks-to-crackdown-on-crypto-transactions/?sh=4f6365ea5867
https://www-forbes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/caitlinlong/2021/06/24/bis-proposed-capital-requirements-for-cryptoassets-vital-move-but-theyre-too-low-for-bitcoin/amp/
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d519.pdf
https://uif.bancaditalia.it/pubblicazioni/rapporto-annuale/2021/Rapporto-UIF-anno-2020.pdf


REGULATORY NEWS
June 27th, 2021:
Britain’s financial regulator has said Binance, one of the world’s largest
cryptocurrency exchanges, cannot conduct any regulated activity and
issued a warning to consumers about the platform, which is coming
under growing scrutiny globally.

June 28th, 2021:
Germany’s financial market watchdog BaFin on June 28 granted the
cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase permission to provide crypto custody
services and proprietary trading, the first licence it has issued for such
business in Germany.

The licence allows Coinbase Germany GmbH to conduct proprietary
trading of crypto assets, BaFin added.

June 28th, 2021:
Mexico’s central bank said financial institutions aren’t allowed to trade
or offer services based on cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, a day after
billionaire Ricardo Salinas Pliego said his bank is on the way to
accepting the virtual token.

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/news-stories/consumer-warning-binance-markets-limited-and-binance-group
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-crypto-currency-coinbase-germany-idUSKCN2E41RA
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Meldung/2021/meldung_2021_06_28_Coinbase_Germany_Kryptoerlaubnis.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-06-28/mexico-warns-against-cryptocurrency-use-after-billionaire-pitch?srnd=cryptocurrencies


BUSINESS NEWS

There is plenty of news of companies that are investing in
cryptocurrencies, in the knowledge that they are an interesting and
developing intersection of finance and technology.

They are increasingly exploring opportunities, but at the same time must
respect and manage risk.

Below, there is a review of the main initiatives adopted in various
countries.

June 1st, 2021:
LVMH has joined forces with two other major luxury names –Prada and
Cartier, part of Richemont – to develop Aura Blockchain Consortium, the
world’s first global luxury blockchain.

Unveiled on 20 April 2021, this unprecedented collaboration between
competitors represents a single, innovative solution to shared challenges
of communicating information on authenticity, responsible sourcing and
sustainability in a secure, digital format.

The objective is to provide consumers with a high level of transparency
and traceability throughout the lifecycle of a product.

June 15th, 2021:
A few months after Goldman Sachs relaunched its crypto trading desk
and started providing bitcoin exposure to key clients, it is now expanding
into ether, the native token for Ethereum, by offering cash-settled futures
and options contracts.

Additionally, Goldman plans to grow its bitcoin offerings, launched
earlier this year, with the addition of exchange traded notes tracking the
asset.

June 17th, 2021:
The campaign fundraising arm of House Republicans, the National
Republican Congressional Committee (NRCC), announced it will begin
accepting donations in cryptocurrency, becoming the first major party
committee to do so.

https://www.lvmh.com/news-documents/news/lvmh-partners-with-other-major-luxury-companies-on-aura-the-first-global-luxury-blockchain/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/javierpaz/2021/06/15/goldman-sachs-expands-crypto-trading-products-for-clients-as-market-provides-an-alluring-entry-point/?sh=3546b5986bb2
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackbrewster/2021/06/17/republican-fundraising-committeein-a-firstwill-accept-cryptocurrency-donations/?sh=277d2752338d


BUSINESS NEWS

June 19th, 2021:
Spain’s BBVA (BBVA.MC), on June 18th, said it was launching a bitcoin
trading service for private banking clients in Switzerland interested in
digital asset investment.

June 20th, 2021:
Bitcoin and cryptocurrency prices have struggled in June with the crypto
market’s combined value slipping under $1.5 trillion—down from $2.5
trillion in May.

The bitcoin price has resumed its decline, falling back toward $30,000
per bitcoin.

Now, as bitcoin charts show the price 50-day moving average has fallen
below the 200-day moving average—a pattern known as the "death
cross “Coinbase cofounder Fred Ehrsam has warned "most"
cryptocurrencies and crypto-assets "won’t work" and "90% of NFTs" will
have "little to no value in three to five years."

June 21st, 2021:
Digital securities platform Securitize has big plans to drive adoption of
tokenized securities after raising $48 million in a Series B funding round
led by Blockchain Capital and investment funds managed by Morgan
Stanley.

This appears to be Morgan Stanley’s first dedicated investment in the
crypto space.

June 25th, 2021:
Athena Bitcoin plans to invest over $1 million to install cryptocurrency
ATMs in El Salvador, especially where residents receive remittances from
abroad, a company representative said.

June 29th, 2021:
TP ICAP, the world’s biggest interdealer broker, is launching a
cryptocurrency trading platform with Fidelity Investments and Standard
Chartered’s digital assets custody unit, the consortium said on June 28.

https://www.reuters.com/business/spains-bbva-opens-bitcoin-trading-service-clients-switzerland-2021-06-18/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2021/06/20/coinbase-cofounder-issues-serious-crypto-price-warning-as-bitcoin--death-cross-fear-spreads/?sh=103afd156cbc
https://www.forbes.com/sites/emilymason/2021/06/21/morgan-stanley-co-leads-48-million-investment-to-bring-blockchain-to-capital-markets/?sh=69b6712ae1d1
https://www.reuters.com/technology/athena-says-will-install-1500-cryptocurrency-atms-el-salvador-2021-06-25/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-crypto-currency-fintech-tp-icap/exclusive-tp-icap-to-launch-crypto-trading-platform-with-fidelity-standard-chartered-idUSKCN2E50OG


BUSINESS NEWS

June 29th, 2021:
A growing number of crypto asset firms are abandoning attempts to
register with Britain’s financial regulator as global scrutiny of the rapidly-
growing sector intensifies.

June 29th, 2021:
Deutsche Börse Group has announced that it has acquired the majority
of shares in Crypto Finance AG.

So now two-thirds of the company belongs to the group, while the
remaining shares remain with existing investors, including CEO and
founder Jan Brzezek, who will continue to lead and manage the
business.

The acquisition will be completed in the fourth quarter of 2021,
following regulatory approvals.

https://www.reuters.com/technology/bitcoin-shrugs-off-uk-crackdown-major-crypto-exchange-binance-2021-06-28/
https://en.cryptonomist.ch/2021/06/29/deutsche-borse-has-bought-crypto-finance/


POLICY NEWS

An overview of the broader public approaches to crypto-assets across
the world

Biden Targets Crypto Tax potential evaders
The Biden administration has proposed requiring the collection of data
on foreign cryptocurrency investors active in the U.S.

The U.S. could then provide that information to foreign governments
and, in exchange, receive information on any U.S. individuals
concealing cryptocurrency assets and dodging their U.S. tax liabilities by
using offshore exchanges and wallet providers.

Norway's finance minister said bitcoin may see a breakthrough if the
price stabilizes
The Norwegian finance minister seemed to break away from the chorus
of Bitcoin critics and suggested that at some point cryptocurrencies
should overcome the volatility for which they are currently known and
experience a period of “breakthroughs”.

The threat to mainstream markets from the volatility of cryptocurrencies
is currently “rather limited”, according to Erik Thedeen, head of the
Swedish financial supervisory authority.

But that could change as they “become a more established asset among
larger corporations and financial firms,” he said.

UK - FCA extended Temporary Registration Regime for crypto-asset
businesses
Cryptoasset firms that were trading in the UK before 10 January 2020
had to register with the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) under the
Money Laundering Regulations (MLR's) before 10th January 2021 or
stop all activity.

Those that applied for registration before 16 December 2020, and
whose applications were still being assessed, were added to the FCA's
Temporary Registration Regime (TRR).

The TRR was put in place to allow firms to continue doing business while
their applications were still under FCA review and was intended to end
on July 9th, 2021.

https://www.fa-mag.com/news/biden-targets-crypto-tax-evaders-in-global-data-sharing-pitch-62380.html
https://www.businessinsider.in/cryptocurrency/news/norways-finance-minister-breaks-ranks-to-say-bitcoin-may-see-a-breakthrough-if-the-price-stabilizes/articleshow/83202192.cms
https://www.regulationtomorrow.com/eu/fca-statement-temporary-registration-regime-extended-for-crypto-asset-businesses/


POLICY NEWS

The deadline for the TRR has now been extended to 31 March 2022,
following an extremely low rate of successful registration applications,
and allowing the FCA more time to continue their robust assessments.

Basel Committee consults on prudential treatment of cryptoasset
exposures
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision issued a
public consultation on preliminary proposals for the prudential treatment
of banks' cryptoasset exposures.

This initial public consultation, which follows a discussion
paper published in December 2019, will allow further work to continue
with the additional benefit of incorporating feedback from external
stakeholders.

The Committee welcomes comments on the proposals, which should be
submitted here by 10 September 2021.

Bank of England lays down regulatory expectations for stablecoins
The Bank of England says stablecoins used as money would be expected
to face the same regulatory standards as those attached to bank
deposits.

The central bank's views were expressed in a Discussion Paper which
aims to broaden the debate around new forms of digital money.

It comes as the BofE prepares to rev up its own exploration of the
implications of introducing a central bank backed digital currency
(CBDC), or Britcoin as it is called.

A new Fintech Cross-Agency Co-ordination Group in Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) is to establish a new Fintech
Cross-Agency Co-ordination Group to formulate supportive policies for
the local fintech ecosystem.

The formation of the group is one of a range of initiatives adopted by
the central bank as part of its Fintech 2025 strategy plan.

https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d519.pdf
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d519.htm
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d490.htm
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/paper/2021/new-forms-of-digital-money
https://www.bis.org/review/r210608c.htm


POLICY NEWS

The project encompasses local commercial banks, blockchain-based
data sharing, talent supply and the central bank’s own work in exploring
the outer boundaries of digital currency creation.

El Salvador becomes first country to adopt bitcoin as legal tender
El Salvador has become the first country in the world to adopt bitcoin as
legal tender after its congress approved President Nayib Bukele’s
proposal to embrace the cryptocurrency in an effort to promote
“financial inclusion”, investment and economic development.

The cryptocurrency’s use as legal tender will go into law in 90 days from
the decision and the bitcoin/dollar exchange rate will be set by the
market.

Salvadorans will be able to pay their taxes in bitcoin and “every
economic agent” will be required to accept the cryptocurrency as
payment unless they lack access to the necessary technology.

Switzerland - Sygnum Bank switched on support for DeFi tokens
Sygnum Financial institution proclaimed that it has launched regulated
banking providers for main decentralised finance (DeFi) tokens, Aave,
Aragon, Curve, Maker, Synthetix, Uniswap and 1inch Community.

Therefore, the financial institution is giving institutional-grade custody
and controlled buying and selling for a portfolio of main DeFi tokens, all
of which have seen sturdy market traction previously 12 months.

USA – Congressman Emmer secures comment Period on Accounting
Standards for Virtual Currencies
Congressman Tom Emmer (MN-06) led a bipartisan letter calling on
Chairman Richard Jones of the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) to establish more accurate accounting standards for companies
with digital asset holdings.

On June 24, the FASB announced that they have opened an Invitation to
Comment (ITC) to allow stakeholders the opportunity to provide
feedback on their attempt to develop these accounting standards.
Comments will be accepted until September 22, 2021.

https://www.ft.com/content/7b5b1cc4-50bb-437f-aa16-f106d2dbc1c7
https://cryptonewsbtc.org/2021/06/15/sygnum-switches-on-support-for-defi-tokens/
https://emmer.house.gov/2021/6/emmer-secures-comment-period-on-accounting-standards-for-virtual-currencies


POLICY NEWS

UK - Police seize £114m of bitcoin in money laundering operation
British detectives seized around £114 million worth of cryptocurrency as
part of an ongoing money laundering investigation, the U.K.’s
Metropolitan Police force announced, marking the largest ever seizure of
crypto assets in the U.K. and one of the largest in the world.

It comes after UK police discovered an illegal cryptocurrency mine in the
West Midlands last month, having initially thought they were pursuing a
cannabis farm.

UK - The Financial Conduct Authority clamped down on crypto-currency
exchange Binance
The Financial Conduct Authority rebuked Binance, forcing the firm to
plaster warnings over its website telling consumers that it 'is not
permitted to undertake regulated activity in the UK.

But Binance has hit back, saying the FCA notice has 'no direct impact' on
the services it provides. The FCA's attack on Binance is understood to
relate to fears over its money-laundering and fraud controls.

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/police-seize-114m-of-bitcoin-in-money-laundering-operation-6qfnzzwm8
https://www.ft.com/content/8bc0e5e0-2705-496d-a265-acccaffaee87

